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Individuals who are dually diagnosed with Down Syndrome (DS) and autism spectrum 
disorders (ASD) frequently engage in vocal stereotypy that can interfere with learning, 
impede socially appropriate behavior, and disrupt others. Response interruption and 
redirection (RIRD) is an intervention that blocks and redirects stereotypy to reduce 
behavior. Studies on RIRD, while varied in their overall approach, have overwhelmingly 
been shown to be effective in clinical settings for children with ASD. There are few 
studies that have evaluated this procedure in more natural settings and with other 
diagnoses. Given that ASD is prevalent in those with DS and that stereotypy is more 
common in those who present with this dual diagnosis, this study evaluated RIRD as a 
potential treatment for this population. Using a single subject research design, the 
participant’s vocal stereotypy was measured during baseline and intervention phases. 
Vocal stereotypy reduced during RIRD treatment. A social validity questionnaire was 
given to caregivers at the conclusion of the study, and the intervention was rated 
positively, showing high levels of satisfaction. The implications of these findings and 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Statement of the Problem 
The Topic  
The purpose of this study is to evaluate a treatment option for vocal stereotypy in 
children with Down syndrome (DS) and autism spectrum disorder (ASD).  
The Research Problem  
Individuals who are dually diagnosed with DS and ASD frequently engage in 
vocal and motor stereotypy that can interfere with learning, impede socially appropriate 
behavior, and disrupt others (Carter et al., 2007).  
Background and Justification  
Response interruption and redirection (RIRD) is a newer intervention to help treat 
stereotypy. Initial research studies did show efficacy but also demonstrated that the 
approach could be labor intensive (Ahearn et al., 2007; Lui-Gitz & Banda, 2009). Recent 
research has focused on ways to adjust the procedure to make it more efficient by adding 
and removing different components to the treatment (Love et al., 2012; Saini et al., 
2015). While these studies have slightly differed in their overall approach, all have 
effectively reduced motor and vocal stereotypy for children with ASD.  
 Children who are dually diagnosed with DS and ASD have been less represented 
in these research studies, but it is not due to a lack of need (Spencer & Alkhanji, 2018). 
This population scored higher on behavioral measures of stereotypy when compared to 
children with DS without autism and those with DS and comorbid behavioral and 
movement disorders (Carter et al., 2007). Research on approaches to help reduce 




and ASD. Instead, they focus primarily on participants with autism. Dillenburger and 
Keenan (2009) clearly stated, however, that applied behavior analysis (ABA) approaches 
are not meant to be specific to autism, and the scientific method employed should 
respond to the individual needs of each child, no matter what their formal label or 
diagnosis.  
Deficiencies in the Evidence 
While RIRD has had some initial evidence to show its effectiveness, more studies 
need to be done to replicate and extend the research on this approach and its capacity to 
reduce stereotypy in more natural environments like classrooms and homes (Ahearn et 
al., 2007; Cassella et al., 2011; Liu-Gitz & Banda, 2009; Spencer & Alkhanji, 2018). 
There are also unresolved questions as to what parts of the treatment package are creating 
the reductions in stereotypy and high frequency of the RIRD treatment (Shawler & 
Miguel, 2015). 
In addition, research on RIRD has thus far focused solely on individuals with the 
diagnosis of ASD (Spencer & Alkhanji, 2018). Other populations have not been 
mentioned in discussions or literature reviews (Spencer & Alkhanji, 2018). 
Consequently, future research should determine if this is an effective approach for 
children with disabilities that are often comorbid with autism (e.g., Down syndrome). 
Audience 
Behavior analysts, educators and therapists are the intended audience for this 
study. In addition to these groups, parents may also benefit from learning a new approach 
that can be used in the home to help reduce their child’s vocal and motor stereotypy. 




result in a better understanding of treatment options for stereotypy in this population. 
Setting of the Study 
The study will take place in the child’s home. Parents or guardians will be present 
as part of their child’s 1:1 in-home ABA sessions.  
Researcher’s Role  
The primary researcher is currently the President/Clinical Director of the agency 
where the study will be implemented. In this capacity, she provides supervision to a team 
of behavior analysts. She also develops and oversees the implementation of programs to 
children from birth to 18 years old with a variety of disabilities and behavior concerns. 
The primary researcher is a Board Certified Behavior Analyst and has worked with 
children with disabilities for over 20 years. As President/Clinical Director she can select 
and allocate time to specific research projects.  
Purpose of the Study 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of RIRD as a treatment 
for vocal stereotypy in a child with DS and ASD. While RIRD has had some initial 
evidence to show its effectiveness, more studies need to be done to replicate and extend 
the research on this approach, its capacity to reduce stereotypy in more natural 
environments, and the social validity of the treatment (Ahearn et al., 2007; Cassella et al., 
2011; Liu-Gitz & Banda, 2009; Spencer & Alkhanji, 2018).  
Definition of Terms 
Autism. According to the National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH, 2018), 
autism is used to describe a developmental disorder that impacts a person’s 




(APA, 2013) Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (5th ed.; DSM-5) 
people with autism also have restricted interests and repetitive behaviors. The collection 
of these symptoms impacts their ability to function. 
Automatic reinforcement. This occurs when a behavior produces reinforcement 
without the mediation of others. Reinforcement may not always be structured deliberately 
by others in the environment. At times the response product itself can function as a 
reinforcer to a person, as in the case of self-stimulatory behavior like flapping, rocking, 
or singing (Cooper et al., 2007).  
Comorbidity. This label refers to the presence of two or more disorders or 
illnesses in the same person (Sattler, 2014). 
Down syndrome. Down syndrome is a chromosomal condition that is most often 
the result of three copies of chromosome 21, instead of two copies (NIMH, 2020). 
Individuals with Down syndrome have characteristic facial features, low muscle tone, a 
range of intellectual disabilities, and may have a variety of birth defects. 
Response blocking. Response blocking is a procedure that uses brief physical 
contact to prevent a target behavior from occurring (Derosa et al., 2019).  
Response interruption and redirection. This term is used to describe an approach 
to treat automatically reinforced stereotypic behavior. This procedure is a variation of 
response blocking and has multiple components including interrupting each occurrence of 
the target behavior and redirecting it to more appropriate behavior (Ahearn et al., 2007). 
Social validity. This term is used to describe the appropriateness, acceptability, 
and satisfaction with intervention procedures, usually assessed by soliciting the opinions 




Stereotypy. Stereotypy is an operant behavior with invariant, repetitive movement 
that is maintained by automatic reinforcement and is observed to occur independently of 
social consequences (Boyd et al., 2012; Rapp & Vollmer, 2005). 
Treatment integrity. The degree to which a treatment is implemented as intended 




Chapter 2: Literature Review 
The current diagnostic criteria for ASD includes the presence of stereotypical 
behavior that may take the form of stereotyped or repetitive speech, motor movements or 
the use of objects (APA, 2013). Children and adults diagnosed with ASD often engage in 
stereotypical behavior, which is defined as a repetitious behavior that does not serve a 
clear function for the individual engaging in it (Boyd et al., 2012). Stereotypy is 
problematic because it can be frequent, disruptive, socially stigmatizing and can interfere 
with the acquisition of new skills (Athens et al., 2008; Jones et al., 1990). 
Effective treatment for stereotypy has been a focus of ABA research for decades. 
In 1979, Rincover et al. studied the important role that sensory reinforcement played in 
the reduction of self-stimulatory behavior and the subsequent increases in appropriate 
play skills. Sensory extinction was implemented once the reinforcer for stereotypical 
behavior was identified (e.g., auditory, proprioceptive, or visual). Once stereotypy 
reduced, researchers matched each participant’s preferred sensory modality with a toy 
that produced a similar effect. The results showed that stereotypical behaviors were 
maintained by sensory reinforcers and that these reinforcers could also be used to 
strengthen new appropriate, replacement behaviors (Rincover et al., 1979). Interventions 
have since focused on antecedent manipulations and consequence-based strategies that 
take into account sensory functions to help reduce motor and vocal stereotypy (Spencer 
& Alkhanji, 2018). 
Theoretical Framework 
 
Radical behaviorism, developed by B.F. Skinner (1938), serves as the theoretical 




provided a scholarly critique of Pavlov by arguing against nervous-system-based 
explanations of behavior and for the study of behavior in its own right (Chiesa, 1994). 
Additionally, Skinner’s work moved beyond stimulus-response psychology and into the 
development of operant conditioning, which looked at behaviors that are emitted rather 
than those that are automatic.  
Skinner’s work in operant conditioning and the explanatory system that focused 
on behavior in its context led to real world applications of the science of human behavior 
creating ABA (Cooper et al., 2007). Functional analysis methodologies have been 
developed from the concepts and principles of ABA and have created a better 
understanding of the cause of problem behaviors like stereotypy (Iwata et al., 1994).  
Social Validity 
Thirty years after B.F. Skinner (1938) wrote about radical behaviorism, the field 
of ABA was growing stronger and Baer, Wolf, and Risley (1968) detailed critical 
features to effective practices. They first introduced the concept of social validity, which 
emphasized socially significant goals and outcomes within intervention plans. Behavior 
changes that are addressed in plans, according to Baer et al., must be important to the 
client and to the community to which they belong. Wolf (1978) added that three 
dimensions should be considered when evaluating the social validity of an intervention 
including the social importance of goals, social acceptability of procedures, and social 
importance of outcomes. 
 Despite the noted importance of social validity to the field of ABA, social validity 
has only been reported in 12% of articles in the primary ABA journal, Journal of Applied 




measures of social validity may include questionnaires, interviews, or surveys, while 
more objective measures include direct observation of behavior or measuring the 
participant’s choice of intervention. This measure, while not required by JABA, is 
important and should inform and improve ABA interventions (Ferguson et al., 2018).  
 While there are a limited number of studies that report on social validity 
measures, those that do rarely address all three dimensions noted by Wolf (1978), and the 
lowest reporting rate is found on the assessment of intervention goals (Park & Cho Blair, 
2019). Studies may not report on all three dimensions of social validity as there is a lack 
of validated tools that include all three dimensions. Clearly more studies need to report 
on social validity measures and the process, not just the outcome, that occurs at different 
points during a study or an intervention (Park & Cho Blair, 2019). While this is an 
understudied construct, it is critical to the field of ABA as it highlights how people 
receiving treatment and other stakeholders perceive the goals, procedures, and outcomes 
of an intervention (Snodgrass et. al, 2018). 
Dual Diagnoses  
 Children with DS are more likely to be diagnosed with ASD than the rest of the 
population, but, despite this higher prevalence, the nature of this comorbidity is not well 
understood (Channell et al., 2019). Studies report varying levels of comorbidity with 
some stating as high as 19% (DiGuiseppi et al., 2010), but given that some of the 
characteristics of these diagnoses may overlap, there have been ongoing questions of the 
prevalence rate and how to distinguish children with DS and ASD. Understanding a dual 
diagnosis is important as this will create more accurate reporting and referrals. According 




be creating underreporting that would mean that ASD is even more common in children 
with DS than the current data suggest. In 2019, Channell et al. assessed the characteristics 
between these two groups using a within and between group design. They found that 
ASD risk was negatively correlated with IQ measures and adaptive behaviors. Children 
with DS and ASD were also more likely to have both problem behaviors and stereotypy. 
Understanding these differences is important, not only to improve diagnoses, but also for 
timely referrals, parent education, support, and treatment.  
 While studies have shown that there are definitive differences in the development 
and behavior of children with either DS or ASD, not many studies have directly 
compared those with and without comorbidity. In a 2019 study, Godfrey et al. sought to 
understand these diagnoses better by comparing ASD symptoms across different groups 
(i.e., DS and ASD, DS only, or ASD only). The findings clearly showed that those with 
DS and ASD were unique in their presentation when compared to others with a single 
diagnosis. Children with DS and ASD had higher scores on measures of restricted and 
repetitive behaviors and interests than those with DS alone. However, their scores were 
not as high as the ASD group (Godfrey et al., 2019).  
 In 2007, Carter et al. found similar results when children with DS and ASD were 
compared to groups of children with DS and different comorbidities (e.g., stereotypic 
movement disorders and disruptive behaviors) to help further understand the differences 
in symptomology. Participants were categorized based on clinical diagnosis and assessed 
further using the Aberrant Behavior Checklist (Aman et al., 1985) and the Autism 
Behavior Checklist (Krug et al., 1980). Within- and between-group analyses were 




understanding, characterization, and diagnosis. The stereotypy observed was a 
distinguishing factor for children with DS and ASD when compared to other groups of 
children with DS (Carter et al., 2007). Stereotypy alone was not a differentiating factor as 
all groups engaged some level of stereotypical behavior. Participants diagnosed with both 
DS and ASD, however, engaged in more frequent, severe complex stereotypy than 
children with DS who also had stereotypic movement disorders or disruptive behaviors. 
Children with comorbid DS and ASD have unique challenges. Researchers have 
suggested that individuals with DS and ASD may benefit from additional interventions, 
and particularly more intensive interventions, currently only evaluated and recommended 
for individuals with ASD (Godfrey et al., 2019).  
Stereotypy 
Stereotypy has been a subject of inquiry for decades (Rincover et al., 1979). 
Berkson (1983) recommended that stereotypy be labeled according to the following 
criteria: (a) the behavior is voluntary (ruling-out tics), (b) the behavior lacks variability, 
(c) the behavior persists over time, (d) the behavior is immutable when faced with 
environmental changes, and (e) the behavior is out of sync with the individual’s expected 
age-related development. Since that time, more simplified definitions and descriptions of 
this behavior have been put forth. Rapp and Vollmer (2005) described stereotypy as 
behavior that occurs in the absence of social consequences or reinforcement with 
movement invariance and repetition. Even with this general definition, Rapp and Vollmer 
warn that some stereotypy may serve different functions (e.g., escape, attention) even 
within the same person. A functional assessment or analysis should be conducted to help 




assessment will determine if stereotypy is maintained by automatic positive 
reinforcement (Rapp & Vollmer, 2005).  
Stereotypy may be one of the defining features of ASD, but it is important to note 
that this behavior occurs with other disabilities, including intellectual disabilities (Rapp & 
Lanovaz, 2014). Individuals with DS and ASD are notably more likely to engage in 
stereotypical behavior than their DS-only peers (e.g., Carter et al., 2007; Godfrey et al., 
2019). Despite the number of individuals with DS who engage in disruptive stereotypy, 
the majority of research on the assessment and treatment of stereotypy targets individuals 
with ASD, with less than 5% of participants diagnosed with DS (DiGennaro-Reed et al., 
2012). Reviews of stereotypy research also showed that most studies did not rely on any 
level of functional assessment or analysis before implementing treatment (DiGennaro-
Reed et al., 2012). These results are concerning as function should never be assumed 
based on the topography of a response and doing so may impact the effectiveness of an 
intervention (Rapp & Vollmer, 2005). 
Initial Research of RIRD 
In 2007, Ahearn et al. completed a functional assessment on vocal stereotypy with 
four children with ASD and determined that it was not attention maintained with any of 
the participants. The researchers attempted to reduce immediate echolalia by replacing 
the repetitions of teacher-issued demands with more appropriate responses (e.g., saying I 
don’t know or answering a simple question). An ABAB design was implemented to 
determine treatment efficacy. Vocal stereotypy was interrupted and redirected to more 
appropriate vocalizations by issuing three high probability instructions. Children were 




results of Ahearn et al. clearly showed that RIRD effectively reduced stereotypy in all 
four participants with ASD. Three participants also showed an increase in appropriate 
vocalizations during RIRD even without direct instruction in verbal behavior. Despite 
these powerful results, Ahearn et al. remained unclear if extinction or positive 
punishment created these reductions in vocal stereotypy. Understanding what process is 
in effect is essential to identifying potential side effects of this approach and who it may 
work for best. It is also important to note that while these four students responded well to 
the procedure, it may not work as well for children with other diagnoses or for those who 
have limited compliance and vocal repertoires. 
When RIRD was identified as a potential treatment option for stereotypy, 
understanding more about its use and limitations became essential in the field of ABA 
and the treatment of ASD. Replication is an important first step to ensure that the results 
of a study can be achieved again under different conditions and/or with different 
participants (Cooper et al., 2007). Liu-Gitz and Banda (2009) conducted a replication of 
the Ahearn et al. (2007) study with a 10-year-old with ASD who was moved out of his 
inclusion classroom due to the level of disruption his vocal stereotypy created. An ABAB 
design was utilized to determine if RIRD was an effective intervention in a special 
education classroom. When the student used appropriate verbalizations, the teacher 
would provide praise and responses. When vocal stereotypy occurred, the RIRD 
procedure included an immediate interruption in which the teacher would establish 
attention by calling the student’s name and redirection by asking three simple questions. 
Liu-Gitz and Banda (2009) demonstrated that RIRD effectively reduced vocal stereotypy 




temporary escape from demand in the classroom setting. As found in the first study of 
RIRD by Ahearn et al., the participant in this study also showed an increase in 
appropriate vocalizations (Liu-Gitz & Banda, 2009). Although this study was a 
replication, there were important differences in the design that should be noted. Unlike 
Ahearn et al., who used momentary time sampling to collect data on vocalizations, Liu-
Gitz and Banda collected data using 10-second partial interval recording that may have 
resulted in a less accurate estimate of the vocalizations due to the fact that this may 
overestimate behavior (Cooper et al., 2007). A shorter interval of 5 seconds or 
momentary time sampling could also be considered for future research as this approach to 
interval recording does not over or underestimate behavior. Even with these limitations, 
this study still provided an important replication of the effectiveness of RIRD to reduce 
vocal stereotypy in children with ASD. 
Another replication of Ahearn et al. (2007) was conducted by Cassella et al. in 
2011 with two boys with ASD. This study extended prior RIRD research in an important 
way by evaluating the use of motor demands. One of the concerns with the vocal RIRD 
procedures up to this point had been the need for the child to have, at minimum, a vocal 
imitation repertoire in order to benefit from the procedure. In this study, vocal stereotypy 
was evaluated with non-vocal demands. The benefit of a motor response is that it can be 
prompted when vocal responses cannot be, and these types of physical prompts may have 
aversive properties that can provide further reductive effects. In this study, when vocal 
stereotypy occurred, in lieu of vocal demands, participants were given one-step 
instructions and a model prompt, followed by graduated guidance if they did not respond 




in decreased vocal stereotypy for both participants even without use of an incompatible 
vocal response. The researchers measured generalization of behavior reduction to novel 
settings and instructors and did not find that the reduction in vocal stereotypy 
generalized. One finding that was not consistent with prior research was the increase in 
appropriate vocalizations that had been noted in prior studies (i.e., Ahearn et al., 2007; 
Liu-Gitz & Banda, 2009). Interestingly, Cassella et al. specifically looked at the length of 
time spent in RIRD treatment and noted it was lengthy with most treatment sessions 
lasting for 30 minutes. Longer treatment sessions may impact the use of this treatment in 
nonclinical settings like homes and schools.  
Further Analysis of Variables 
Initial studies by Ahearn et al. (2007) and Cassella et al. (2011) clearly 
demonstrated that RIRD can reduce stereotypy both with and without differential 
reinforcement included in the treatment package. In 2018, Cividini-Motta et al. conducted 
a component analysis to evaluate the additive and isolated effects of RIRD and 
differential reinforcement of alternative behaviors (DRA) on vocal stereotypy. 
Researchers measured the stereotypy, appropriate play, and appropriate vocalizations of 
three children with ASD between 5 and 8 years of age. Using a combined reversal 
multielement design, researchers compared RIRD, DRA, and an intervention that 
combined RIRD and DRA. Participants were interrupted and redirected for stereotypy but 
reinforced for play and vocalizations. Results showed that RIRD and RIRD plus DRA 
decreased stereotypy for all three participants, but none of the treatments impacted 
engagement with toys or appropriate vocalizations (Cividini-Motta et al., 2018). Unlike 




the RIRD treatment. This is a concern because treatments that are more labor intensive 
and have longer durations can be difficult to apply in natural environments and for 
caregivers which could impact treatment integrity.  
One way to reduce the amount of time spent implementing RIRD would be to 
eliminate the compliance requirement of the procedure. Ahrens et al. (2011) evaluated the 
effects of vocal and motor RIRD as well as the compliance requirement of the procedure. 
In the first experiment, the authors used a combined reversal multielement design to 
compare motor RIRD and vocal RIRD procedures. Two children with ASD who engaged 
in vocal stereotypy participated. Unlike other studies of RIRD up to this point, there were 
no compliance requirements under the vocal RIRD procedure. Responses could be 
prompted or unprompted under the motor RIRD procedure so long as no vocal stereotypy 
occurred for three consecutive responses. Both the vocal RIRD and the motor RIRD 
decreased vocal stereotypy and increased appropriate vocalizations (Ahrens et al., 2011). 
This finding was important as it showed that compliance to the demands may not be a 
critical feature, and it may allow for less time spent in the intervention. Hence this 
procedure may work in more natural settings and with caregivers. Additionally, the fact 
that motor RIRD was effective in reducing vocal stereotypy demonstrated that this 
approach can be of value for children who do not have functional vocal behavior and 
therefore would not be candidates for a vocal RIRD intervention. 
In a second experiment, the effects of vocal and motor RIRD on both vocal and 
motor stereotypy for two children with ASD were compared without the compliance 
requirement (Ahrens et al., 2011). Both motor RIRD and vocal RIRD reduced vocal and 




RIRD was slightly more effective in decreasing both types of stereotypy. Considering the 
physical nature of motor RIRD, it is not surprising that this approach may be more 
effective than vocal RIRD as this would be consistent with research on overcorrection 
(Ahrens et al., 2011). It also suggests that RIRD may be functioning as a punisher for 
stereotypy. 
In order to further help attempt to identify the operant mechanisms of RIRD, a 
third experiment was conducted to evaluate and further determine if RIRD functioned as 
a punishment or as extinction (Ahrens et al., 2011). Under this procedure, there was a 
baseline and then three fading steps. Ahrens et al. did a .5 condition where every other 
instance of vocal stereotypy was treated, a .25 condition where every fourth instance of 
vocal stereotypy was treated, and a .1 condition where every tenth instance of vocal 
stereotypy was treated. Conceptually, in this procedure, the schedule of automatic 
reinforcement from stereotypy would become richer while the punishment schedule 
would be thinned out. Consistent with a punishment interpretation, the more that the 
punishment was provided (i.e., the denser the schedule), the more effective the treatment 
for stereotypy (Ahrens et al., 2011).  
In order to better understand RIRD, recognizing the roles that demands and 
compliance play in implementation of this treatment is paramount. In 2015, Saini et al. 
conducted a parametric analysis to compare the effects of a three-demand procedure to a 
modified one-demand procedure on vocal stereotypy in four children with ASD. The 
RIRD in this study was motor and independent compliance was not required, similar to 
Aherns et al.’s 2011 study. In line with previous research done by Cassella et al. (2011), 




after (Saini et al., 2015). Results showed that the one-demand RIRD procedure 
effectively reduced vocal and motor stereotypy, required fewer demands overall, and 
took less time to implement (Saini et al., 2015). When looking for an intervention that is 
least intrusive, data showing that a one-demand RIRD is effective is valuable. Saini et al. 
made note that this procedure, while effective, may result in habituation faster than the 
three-demand RIRD as it requires less effort and is therefore less aversive. 
If RIRD is a punishment procedure, selecting one that is least intrusive but 
effective and understanding habituation are important. Ahrens et al. (2011) showed that 
the type of demand did not need to match the topography of the stereotypy in order to 
effectively reduce it. This has clinical significance when selecting an intervention as 
some individuals may not have the desired repertoire for a procedure. Shawler and 
Miguel (2015) further evaluated if this match was relevant and if increases in appropriate 
vocalizations would be observed when providing demands that were topographically 
incompatible (e.g., vocal). A compliance requirement was included with the vocal and the 
motor RIRD procedure although no physical prompts were ever provided, just verbal 
prompts. Results showed that the topography of the demand was not a significant 
variable, as both motor RIRD and vocal RIRD decreased vocal stereotypy and increased 
appropriate vocalizations (Shawler & Miguel, 2015). This aligns with the research that 
demonstrates that RIRD has a positive punishment effect on stereotypy (e.g., Ahrens et. 
al, 2011). It should be noted, however, that toys were also removed throughout this 
procedure contingent on vocal stereotypy (i.e., negative punishment), which may also 




Shawler and Miguel’s 2015 study highlighted an important point regarding the 
high frequency at which vocal stereotypy occurs and the resulting frequent 
implementation of treatment that may be required. This can make treatment fidelity 
difficult, especially in nonclinical settings and with teachers and caregivers. To improve 
treatment adherence, clinicians have considered matching the sensory stimulation that 
vocal stereotypy provides to decrease the motivating operation for the behavior. In 2012, 
Love et al. studied whether this resulted in fewer implementations of RIRD and 
improvements in vocal stereotypy. In this study, two children with ASD were given 
access to a toy that matched stimulation and a toy that did not. In a multi-treatment 
reversal design, stereotypy and appropriate vocalizations were measured at baseline, 
under matched stimulation plus RIRD, RIRD alone, and matched stimulation alone 
conditions. Conditions that included RIRD resulted in more appropriate vocalizations, 
and data suggested that the addition of matched stimulation enhanced the RIRD 
procedure by lowering overall levels of vocal stereotypy and session time.  
While Love et al. (2012) demonstrated that RIRD and matched stimulation 
combined resulted in lower levels of vocal stereotypy, there were limitations within the 
study. The preferred toys provided may lead to reductions in on-task behavior in demand 
conditions and these preferred items were removed contingent upon vocal stereotypy. 
Generalization was also not included as part of Love et al.’s (2012) study, which is why 
in 2018, Gibbs and colleagues replicated and extended the research to how noncontingent 
music and RIRD impacted vocal stereotypy. Music was provided to two children with 
ASD noncontingently during task demands. An ABAB design compared RIRD and 




showed a counter therapeutic trend for three consecutive sessions. On-task behavior and 
the percentage of intervals with stereotypy was measured in addition to generalization 
probes with parents. While the study did not measure matched stimulation alone, it did 
find that the addition of music decreased vocal stereotypy for both participants more than 
RIRD alone. It also resulted in more task completion as well as less frequent 
implementations with lower durations. The results did not readily generalize to parents in 
the natural setting and unlike the Love et al. (2012) study, appropriate vocalizations were 
not measured. 
Although not measured in Gibbs et al. (2018), in the Love et al. (2012) study, 
appropriate vocalizations may have increased during RIRD conditions more than in 
matched stimulation conditions alone because these conditions included toy removal as 
part of the procedure. Participants would have a stronger motivation to request under 
these conditions, which may have created an incidental increase in vocalizations. One 
major limitation in the use of matched stimulation is the fact that this sort of stimulus 
may be difficult to identify and not always available in all settings, especially when vocal 
stereotypy is frequent. Also, the item may need to be available on an ongoing basis in 
order to match the stimulation it provides (Love et al., 2012). 
An item’s interest level, as well its ability to match stimulation, may be important 
to reducing stereotypy. Shawler et al. (2019) compared RIRD and the use of competing 
items on the number of RIRD implementations, percentage of session time where vocal 
stereotypy occurred, and the number of appropriate vocalizations. Leisure items were not 
removed in this study as it was hypothesized that this would create more opportunities to 




identified as either high competition (higher engagement but lower vocal stereotypy) or 
low competition (lower engagement and higher levels of vocal stereotypy). Within each 
of these categories, some of the items produced sound and others did not. For the two 
participants, RIRD sessions resulted in lower levels of stereotypy and higher rates of 
vocalizations than providing high competition, non-sound-producing toys (Shawler et al., 
2019). In general, however, sound-producing toys reduced stereotypy more than non-
sound producing toys, which is in line with prior research on matched stimulation (Gibbs 
et al., 2018; Love et al., 2012).  
Additional stimuli appear to impact the rate of vocal stereotypy and RIRD 
treatment in a variety of ways. Given the impact that the removal of stimuli has had on 
appropriate vocalizations during RIRD conditions (Love et al., 2012), Toper-Korkmaz et 
al. (2018) conducted a component analysis to evaluate the combined and isolated effects 
of toy removal on RIRD. The researchers also evaluated the number of demands 
necessary for reduction comparing a single demand, RIRD 1, to a three-demand 
sequence, RIRD 3, which has been shown effective in prior research (Ahearn et al., 2007; 
Saini et al., 2015). Each RIRD condition was evaluated with and without toy removal in a 
combined multielement and reversal design with three children with ASD between 4 and 
6 years old. A single instruction (e.g., RIRD 1) was effective in reducing vocal stereotypy 
for all three participants. But unlike prior research, this occurred in the absence of prior 
exposure to RIRD 3 (Saini et al., 2015; Toper-Korkmaz et al., 2018). More instructions 
(i.e., RIRD 3) did not appear to be more effective than fewer instructions; and toy 




Korkmaz et al., 2018). Removal of preferred items, therefore, may be considered as a 
potential intervention in environments where RIRD cannot be implemented.  
 McNamara and Cividini-Motta (2019) published another experiment that 
compared RIRD to response cost. This study evaluated the effects of RIRD and response 
cost alone and as part of a treatment package for vocal stereotypy. A secondary purpose 
was to assess the effects of these treatments on the duration of stereotypy by measuring 
this behavior two ways: both in the entire session and during RIRD implementation. Prior 
studies suggested that effects of RIRD may be overestimated when data does not include 
these measures (McNamara & Cividini-Motta, 2019; Wunderlich & Vollmer, 2015). A 
multielement design measured vocal stereotypy during three conditions: RIRD, response 
cost, and RIRD with response cost with conditions discriminated with colored wristbands 
(McNamara & Cividini-Motta, 2019). Vocal stereotypy reduced in all three treatment 
conditions. Notably, RIRD with response cost led to more immediate decreases for all 
three participants, but one showed the best overall improvement with RIRD alone. For 
one participant, the omission of data from treatment intervals resulted in an inaccurate 
picture of treatment effect. This research demonstrated that the addition of response cost 
to the RIRD intervention may result in faster suppression of vocal stereotypy (McNamara 
& Cividini-Motta, 2019).  
In combination, RIRD and response cost may be an effective treatment package. 
An advantage of using RIRD with response cost as opposed to response cost alone is that 
procedurally RIRD may result in increases in appropriate vocalizations because the 
procedure redirects the individual to engage in an alternative response (McNamara & 




beneficial to reducing vocal stereotypy due to the incompatible nature of these operants. 
Colón et al. (2012) looked at tact training to decrease vocal stereotypy and increase 
appropriate vocalizations in three children with ASD. A tact is a type of verbal operant 
that is evoked by a nonverbal stimulus, such as an object or picture, and is maintained by 
nonspecific reinforcement (Skinner, 1957). A tact, therefore, is the labeling or naming of 
the object or picture. Researchers hypothesized that specific tact training may not only 
compete with vocal stereotypy but also may increase functional language. Using a 
nonconcurrent multiple baseline design, participants were taught four tacts (two preferred 
and two common nouns) using a frame “I see” and RIRD was implemented using a 
reversal design as necessary (Colón et al., 2012). Tact training alone did not produce 
significant reductions in vocal stereotypy. However, when RIRD was added for two of 
the three participants, the frequency of vocal stereotypy significantly reduced (Colón et 
al., 2012). Tact training resulted in an increase in appropriate vocalizations for all 
participants (Colón et al., 2012). Given the way this study used RIRD as a reversal after 
tact training was completed, it is difficult to determine how the results would have been 
different if it had been delivered before tact training began. It is important to determine if 
separate verbal operant training needs to be done to reduce vocal stereotypy and increase 
appropriate vocalizations. Based on these findings, more research needs to be done to 
determine frequency, timing and the type of verbal operant that is most beneficial for 
participants to learn. 
Generalization and Maintenance 
Studies have clearly shown that RIRD can be an effective procedure when it 




Colón et al., 2012). It is unclear, however, whether stereotypy increases when RIRD is 
withdrawn. Generalization of RIRD has not been found in other studies (Cassella et al., 
2011; Shawler & Miguel, 2015). Schumacher and Rapp (2011) measured the immediate 
and subsequent effects of RIRD on vocal stereotypy using a multielement design with an 
embedded three-component multiple schedule for two children with ASD. Each 
participant was exposed to a no-interaction sequence and a RIRD sequence to determine 
if RIRD decreased vocal stereotypy and if these decreases were maintained or if the 
responses increased after RIRD was removed (Schumacher & Rapp, 2011). For both 
participants, the data showed that RIRD produced an immediate reduction and that its 
removal did not create an increase in vocal stereotypy (Schumacher & Rapp, 2011). This 
study provided some important beginning answers to questions about removal of 
treatment and the impact on vocal stereotypy. This data, combined with the treatment 
integrity data from Ahrens et al. (2011), in which intervention was not provided on a 
consistent basis but faded out, provides some initial understanding of how to fade RIRD 
in a clinical setting to help ensure that stereotypy rates do not return to baseline. 
Understanding how to fade RIRD in a clinical setting is an important first step to 
examining its use in nonclinical settings like homes and schools. Martinez et al. (2016) 
noted the scarcity of research on RIRD implementation in the natural environment. In 
their 2016 study, a 5-year-old boy’s treatment was generalized from a clinical setting to a 
home setting, with longer sessions also measured in order assess maintenance. Stimulus 
control over stereotypy was also tested, but researchers found that, despite signaling, 
experimenters were unable to develop stimulus control over vocal stereotypy. Results 




even with a less stringent RIRD criteria and with longer session durations (Martinez et 
al., 2016). This suggests that RIRD may become more effective or efficient over time 
with less frequent implementation required as the treatment continues. An important 
limitation of this study was that the procedures were labor intensive, requiring two 
practitioners. Most natural environments would not have two practitioners available, and 
therefore, this would impact treatment integrity in natural settings.  
Treatment Integrity and Social Validity 
No matter where treatment takes place, the primary goal of ABA is to establish a 
functional relationship between treatment (the independent variable) and the behavior 
(dependent variable) (Peterson et al., 1982). Treatment integrity is the degree to which a 
treatment has been implemented as intended (Gresham et al., 1993). A lack of treatment 
integrity can impact the reliability, validity and accuracy of an intervention. Many studies 
evaluated RIRD’s treatment integrity in the clinic and with trained clinicians and found 
almost perfect treatment integrity (e.g., Saini et al., 2015, Shawler & Miguel, 2015, 
Toper-Korkmaz et al., 2018). While clinicians often choose procedures that are evidence-
based and evaluated in a controlled setting with near perfect treatment integrity, the 
generality of these procedures to natural settings and conditions are often understudied 
(Colón & Ahearn, 2019).  
In order to further understand RIRD, Ahrens et al. (2011) conducted a third 
experiment to evaluate its treatment integrity under more natural conditions. Under this 
procedure, there was a baseline and then three fading steps. Ahrens et al. did a .5 
condition where every other instance of vocal stereotypy was treated, a .25 condition 




every tenth instance of vocal stereotypy was treated. Conceptually, in this procedure, the 
schedule of automatic reinforcement from stereotypy would become richer while the 
punishment schedule would be thinned out. Of clinical significance was that stereotypy 
still decreased when treatment integrity was not perfect, which is an important finding for 
more natural environment settings such as homes and classrooms where consistent 
implementation is more challenging. 
Treatment integrity in natural settings can be more challenging than in clinical 
settings with trained therapists providing the intervention. The practicality of 
implementation in a classroom is unknown since most studies have taken place in 
controlled settings, with trained clinicians and with tasks that do not mirror those often 
provided in the classroom (Giles et al., 2018). In 2018, Giles et al. evaluated the 
effectiveness of RIRD when teaching assistants implemented the procedure in   
classrooms with students 6-12 years old. Teaching assistants were provided behavioral 
skills training sessions that included modeling, rehearsal and feedback. A descriptive 
analysis of treatment integrity errors was collected during RIRD implementation. Two 
participants showed decreases in stereotypy compared to baseline with the in-class 
implementation of RIRD by the teaching assistants (Giles et al., 2018). Treatment 
integrity errors were observed during initial treatment but were corrected with behavior 
skills training with teaching assistants learning to implement high degrees of fidelity. 
Initial treatment integrity errors included: incorrectly initiating RIRD, not correctly using 
physical prompts and terminating the procedure. Giles et al. noted some inconsistencies 
in the conditions under which participants reached their lowest levels of stereotypy. 




conditions or it may be showing the limited effects of the procedure over extended 
periods of time.  
Colón and Ahearn (2019) further evaluated the extent that treatment integrity 
impacted RIRD treatment within a classroom when school staff were implementing 
RIRD with three participants with ASD between 15 and 21 years old. A parametric 
analysis was then conducted to determine what impact these errors had on RIRD 
treatment regarding consistency or accuracy. Staff training was provided by the 
experimenters using written instructions, video modeling, and role playing (Colón & 
Ahearn, 2019). Results showed that vocal stereotypy reduced in all three participants 
even though staff implemented RIRD inconsistently but accurately. Notably, the 
intervention was most inconsistently implemented with the participant who required the 
most frequent use of RIRD (Colón & Ahearn, 2019). The parametric analysis to evaluate 
the different levels of consistency at varied treatment integrity levels (e.g., 75, 50, and 
25%) showed that sessions of 50% treatment or higher resulted in the strongest treatment 
effects but even 25% sessions showed effect when interspersed with 100% booster 
sessions. This shows that in a more natural setting like a home or school, high levels of 
treatment compliance may be difficult to achieve, but also may be unnecessary to achieve 
significant reduction in stereotypy using RIRD.  
 Consideration of treatment integrity and the generality of procedures into 
nonclinical settings are important issues for behavior analysts. Of equal importance is the 
social validity of the goals, procedures and outcomes of an intervention (Wolf, 1978). 
Interventions should be practical, acceptable, and address important goals and outcomes. 




three factors of social validity (i.e., goals, procedures, outcomes), there have been few 
RIRD research studies that have addressed any social validity measures (e.g., Derosa et 
al., 2019; Wunderlich & Vollmer, 2015).  
 Lui-Gitz and Banda (2009) used a formal social validity tool to allow teachers to 
assess RIRD intervention at the conclusion of their study. The Intervention Rating 
Profile-15 (IRP; Martens & Witt, 1982, as cited in Lui-Gitz & Banda, 2009) included 15 
different items that the teacher could rate on a Likert scale from agree to disagree. The 
teacher rated RIRD positively for 12 of 15 items and agreed it improved the student’s 
behavior.  
 Formal Likert-style scales are common, but many times researchers create 
informal tools to assess social validity. Love et al. (2012) created a simple 10-question 
Likert questionnaire for parents to compare RIRD and matched stimulation procedures. 
Parents rated both procedures favorably. Parents were asked to select which procedure 
they preferred, if any, and they selected a combination of RIRD and matched stimulation 
for their children (Love et al., 2012). These results were also found in 2018 when Gibbs 
et al. found that caregivers preferred the treatment package of RIRD and matched 
stimulation when compared to RIRD alone.  
 Shawler and Miguel (2015) used the same 10-question scale developed by Love et 
al. (2012) to receive feedback from caregivers after implementing vocal and motor RIRD 
procedures. Caregivers watched video clips of the procedure and then completed a 
questionnaire on each procedure. Caregivers did not find either procedure to be intrusive, 
and did not note any negative reactions (Shawler & Miguel, 2015). One caregiver did 




rather than vocal demands, but all three caregivers felt the procedures were easy to 
implement, effective in reducing stereotypy, and improved appropriate vocalizations.  
 In 2019, McNamara and Cividini-Motta found similar results on a social validity 
questionnaire provided to caregivers. All three caregivers reported a preference for RIRD 
when compared to a procedure that removed toys upon the occurrence of stereotypy. 
Unlike other studies where combined approaches were preferred, this study found 
caregivers interested in only the RIRD approach for their child.  
 While most studies assess social validity through teachers and parents, Cividini-
Motta et al. (2018) looked at the treatment preference of the participants in the study. 
After investigating the effects of RIRD, DRA and a treatment package combining RIRD 
and DRA, participants between 5-8 years of age were given colored cards that 
corresponded to a specific treatment. Participants selected the cards until the same color 
cards were chosen for three consecutive trials. Participants showed definite preference 
with two participants selecting RIRD and one selecting the RIRD plus DRA treatment 
package. 
Not all measures of social validity have shown clear positive results for RIRD 
treatment. While Cassella et al. (2011) had one participant’s family rate the RIRD 
intervention as highly acceptable, the other participant’s family scored RIRD low on 
measures of acceptability and effectiveness. These questionable results were perhaps due 
in part to the frequency of RIRD necessary for participants. Parents also preferred 
treatments that used competing items, like those used in Shawler et al. (2019). High 
competition or low competition items were used to reduce stereotypy. This treatment 




less intrusive and having less negative side effects. The competing item treatment, 
however, was not more effective than RIRD. Teaching assistants also had difficulty with 
RIRD with some rating it challenging to implement, and others unclear regarding its 
efficacy (Giles et. al, 2018).  
Social validity and treatment integrity are understudied constructs in RIRD 
research with few studies including these measures (Martinez & Betz, 2013). Assessing 
social validity before, during and after an intervention can help improve implementation, 
perceptions, and outcomes (Snodgrass et. al, 2018). Treatment integrity should be 
monitored to ensure it produces acceptable effects on the target behavior (Colón & 
Ahearn, 2019).  
Conclusion 
Response interruption and redirection (RIRD) has shown to be an effective option 
in the treatment of vocal and motor stereotypy, but more questions remain in order to use 
this in a variety of treatment settings and with a variety of clinical populations. Spencer 
and Alkhanji’s (2018) review of RIRD noted that research has focused on young 
participants with ASD and recommended that more research be done to extend and 
replicate the findings and look further at the use of RIRD in natural environments like 
schools and homes. While the field of RIRD has looked almost exclusively at participants 
with ASD, Dillenburger and Keenan (2009) noted that ABA is a science-based approach 
that employs a number of techniques and has been used to help people with a number of 
different behaviors and diagnoses. It is not specific to autism. The scientific method is 
used to respond to the individual needs of each child, despite what formal label or 




Autism is substantially more common in individuals with DS than the general 
population with an estimated comorbid rate of approximately 7% (DiGuiseppi et al., 
2010). Stereotypy is a major differentiator for individuals with DS and ASD as they 
showed more severe, complex stereotypical behaviors than individuals with DS who had 
movement disorders, disruptive behaviors and DS alone (Carter et al., 2007). Effective 
treatments for this population are needed and research to identify if RIRD is amongst 
those treatment options is an important next step.  
 The purpose of the present study is to extend Ahearn et al. (2007) by evaluating 
the effects of RIRD with a child with a dual diagnosis of DS and ASD who engages in 
vocal stereotypy. In addition, the current study will assess the social validity of RIRD as 
a treatment by obtaining information from caregivers.  
Research Questions 
1. How does RIRD impact vocal stereotypy in a child who is dually diagnosed 
with Down syndrome and autism spectrum disorder? 
2. How will caregivers perceive the implementation and effects of treatment as 





Chapter 3: Methodology 
Participants 
The participants for this study included one 16-year-old child who was dually 
diagnosed with DS and ASD. Due to the nature of the research being conducted, 
nonprobability sampling, a sample of convenience, was utilized as this is a 
subpopulation of a small population sample and this was an individual to whom the 
researcher already had access to as an ABA service provider. As Creswell and 
Guetterman (2019) described is often the case, the participants in educational research 
are often selected because they are available, convenient, and have a unique set of 
characteristics that are of interest in a specific study. In this study, additional criteria 
for inclusion included that the participant engaged in vocal stereotypy that interfered 
with learning or engagement in activities, and that the participants complied with at 
least 10 vocal instructions (e.g., say ball). If a potential participant had any vision or 
hearing issues that prevented them from accurately processing visual or auditory 
information (e.g., vocal instructions or visual stimuli in the environment) this 
excluded them from the study. In addition, a participant was also excluded if the 
results from a functional analysis did not show that the primary function of their vocal 
stereotypy was sensory in nature. These additional criteria were assessed via an entry 
questionnaire (Getting to Know Your Child) completed upon referral that is currently 
in use by the research setting (see Appendix B) in addition to preexperimental 
assessments. As there was only one individual receiving services who met criteria, the 
researcher attempted to recruit additional participants from the local Down syndrome 




for all participants began after IRB approval. After the participant was identified, the 
preexperimental assessments and experiment began. 
Setting 
The study took place in the child’s home, with baseline and treatment sessions 
occurring in the family’s living room where the child primarily spent free time. In line 
with prior research, this more natural setting was selected, as opposed to a clinic setting, 
in an effort to promote generalization (Martinez & Betz, 2013). Sessions did not take 
place at a treatment table, but rather on the floor, where the participant frequently sat, 
played with toys, and watched his iPad, as was typical with caregivers.  
Instruments  
An entry questionnaire (Getting to Know Your Child) was completed upon 
referral that was currently in use by the research setting (see Appendix B). This tool 
helped determine if a potential participant met the initial criteria for the study. 
A web-based data collection system, PortiaPro, by Portia International Inc. (2020) 
was used to collect data on vocal stereotypy. The PortiaPro app can collect a variety of 
data including frequency, duration, and interval recording. Data was collected directly on 
a Samsung Tab A® device using the PortiaPro app (Portia International Inc., 2020). 
Similar to paper-and-pencil methods, behavior analysts are able to record occurrences or 
nonoccurrences of the target behavior throughout sessions by utilizing the app activated 
button. Duration can also be recorded with help of the PortiaPro app by using specific 
session or behavior timers. An Apple iPad® was used to record each session for viewing 
by the researcher and for the collection of interobserver agreement (IOA) data using the 




To assess social validity, the researcher presented a paper-based, 10-question 
Likert-scale questionnaire (see Appendix A) to caregivers at the end of the study 
following a video review of the RIRD intervention. The questionnaire was designed 
following the format used by Love et al. (2012), which has also been used in other studies 
of RIRD or resembles other social validity assessments created for other research 
(McNamara & Cividini-Motta, 2019; Shawler & Miguel, 2015). The Likert scale 
provided was scaled with scores for each question ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 
(strongly agree) and a score of 3 referencing a neutral option. Given the unique nature of 
ABA research and the fact that this questionnaire measured anecdotal, preference-based 
information from caregivers, a standardized form is not typical, and it is common practice 
to create these forms based on individual needs (Bailey & Burch, 2002).  
Procedures  
Design  
This study was conducted using a single-subject ABAB reversal design. In a 
single-subject experimental design, the individual serves as their own control (Alnahdi, 
2015). In a reversal design, the intervention is withdrawn and then reintroduced in order 
to show the effect of the intervention. These within-subject experiments can yield a high 
degree of internal reliability that the intervention influences the outcomes (Creswell & 
Guetterman, 2019). This study was particularly suited for this type of design as RIRD and 
its effects on stereotypy are reversable. Therefore, a cause-effect relationship can be 
demonstrated with the removal and the reintroduction of treatment.  
Variables. The primary dependent variable in this study was vocal stereotypy. 
Vocal stereotypy was defined as any occurrence of noncontextual vocalizations 




phrases (Wunderlich et al., 2015). Nonexamples of vocal stereotypy included any 
contextually appropriate verbal or vocal response, such as requesting, asking or 
responding to questions or making statements. Occurrences of vocal stereotypy were 
measured using a 10-s partial interval recording (PIR) measure with a 3-s onset-offset 
criterion. A timer within the PortiaPro app (Portia International Inc., 2020) elapsed at the 
end of the predetermined interval and prompted the behavior analyst to click if vocal 
stereotypy occurred at any point during the interval.  
The social validity of RIRD was a secondary dependent variable. This was used to 
describe the appropriateness, acceptability, and satisfaction with intervention procedures. 
Social validity was assessed by measuring the number of minutes spent each session 
conducting the RIRD procedure as well as a questionnaire provided to caregivers (Cooper 
et al., 2007; Love et al., 2012). 
The independent variable in this study was the RIRD treatment, which was 
introduced and removed to determine the impact it had on vocal stereotypy.  
Functional analysis. A brief functional analysis was conducted based on the 
procedures described by Roscoe et al. (2008) to determine whether vocal stereotypy 
persists in the absence of social contingencies. A multielement design was used to alternate 
three 5-min sessions:  alone with leisure items, attention with leisure items, and demand. 
Once a primary sensory function (e.g., automatic reinforcement) was confirmed, the RIRD 
probe and baseline sessions began. As a treatment, RIRD provides both attention and 
escape and has only shown to be effective with stereotypy maintained by nonsocial 
variables. Therefore, if the primary function of vocal stereotypy was not sensory, then the 
participant would not be eligible for participation in this study (Martinez & Betz, 2013). 




began (Love et al., 2012). A range of vocal tasks was given to the participant to help 
identify tasks that the participant could complete independently during the RIRD 
procedure. The tasks were identified based on mastered treatment plan goals. If the 
participant did not respond to a vocal instruction the first time, the instruction was 
repeated. If the participant failed to respond again, the behavior analyst re-presented the 
instruction a third time and modeled the response before providing a final opportunity to 
respond to the instruction independently. If the participant did not respond, the behavior 
analyst moved on to the next instruction on the probe list. Each task probe was given at 
least three times in a random order until 10 instructions were identified that the 
participant could complete independently across three consecutive trials.  
Baseline. During the baseline condition of the study, the video recorder on the 
Apple iPad® began to record each session. No demands were presented, and there were 
no programmed consequences for vocal stereotypy. Baseline sessions were conducted for 
30 min, and time was tracked using the session duration timer on the PortiaPro app 
(Portia International Inc., 2020). The participant had five baseline sessions.  
RIRD Treatment. In the treatment condition of this study, the RIRD intervention 
sessions occurred in the participant’s bedroom or play area. The Apple iPad® began 
recording each session. A session timer started on the PortiaPro app (Portia International 
Inc., 2020) to begin the session. The participant had free access to the items and activities 
in his room as was typical throughout his day. During these sessions, when the participant 
engaged in any appropriate verbal response such as commenting, labeling, or requesting, 
the behavior analyst responded briefly (e.g., “Ok.” Or “We will watch movies later”). 




stating his name, removing an item from the participant’s hand if necessary, and 
delivering one of the 10 identified instructions chosen at random from the RIRD probe 
(e.g., the behavior analyst will turn to the participant and say, “Marie, name a color.”). 
The behavior analyst continued to deliver instructions until the participant completed 
three consecutive correct responses without engaging in vocal stereotypy. When that 
occurred, the instructor verbally praised the participant for using appropriate language 
(e.g., “Nice talking.”). The participant had eight treatment sessions. 
Return to Baseline. Following RIRD treatment, there was a return to baseline 
that mirrored the original baseline condition. No demands or programmed consequences 
were presented for vocal stereotypy. Three sessions were conducted during this phase.  
Reintroduction. Treatment was reintroduced using RIRD as the final phase of the 
ABAB study. This intervention phase matched the prior RIRD phase, and each session 
was 30 min. The participant had three sessions in this final phase of the study. 
Data collection procedures   
Data were collected using the PortiaPro app, a data collection program developed 
by Portia International Inc. (2020) to be used on a handheld or laptop computer. 
Occurrences of vocal stereotypy during functional analysis sessions as well as baseline 
and treatment sessions were measured using a 10-s PIR measure with a 3-s onset-offset 
criterion. A timer within the PortiaPro app (Portia International Inc., 2020) sounded at the 
end of the predetermined interval and prompted the behavior analyst to click if vocal 
stereotypy occurred at any point during the interval. All intervals in which stereotypy 
could occur were included in data collection (including stereotypy that occurs during the 




 Data were collected during preintervention, baseline and treatment sessions and 
from videotaped recordings of sessions by a second observer. The second observer used 
recordings to collect reliability data on a percentage of sessions across different phases of 
the study as well as social validity data regarding time spent in implementation.  
Data analysis procedures    
The percentage of sessions in which vocal stereotypy occurred during functional 
analyses conditions, baseline and treatment sessions was calculated through the PortiaPro 
app (Portia International Inc., 2020) by dividing the number of intervals in which the 
participant engaged in vocal stereotypy by the total number of intervals in the session and 
multiplying that number by 100 (Wunderlich & Vollmer, 2015). The data collected in 
this study was exported into Microsoft® Excel where the raw data were formatted into a 
line graph. Visual analysis of trend, variability, and level was performed to determine the 
extent to which RIRD is an effective intervention for vocal stereotypy. As Bailey and 
Burch (2002) described, there are many virtues to a visual analysis of data, including that 
the raw data are not impacted by statistical analysis. As such, it allows for more careful 
judgements of treatment effect. The graphic representation of this data is important in the 
field of applied behavior analysis, as the goal should be to present findings in a clear and 
efficient manner (Bailey & Burch, 2002).  
In order to ensure reliability of the collected data interobserver agreement (IOA) 
was obtained during baseline, treatment, and functional analyses sessions via video 
recordings. Interobserver reliability is an important measure to obtain as this helps 
confirm that both the observer and the systems in place are consistent and not responsible 




taken during sessions were reviewed and scored by a second observer in order to 
calculate the percentage of agreement by dividing agreements by the total number of 
intervals, multiplied by 100. Data on IOA were calculated for all the functional analysis 
sessions, 43% of the baseline, and 55% of treatment sessions. Video recordings were also 
used to count the number of minutes of each session in which RIRD intervention 
occurred. This was reported as total minutes per session. Data on IOA were reviewed for 
functional analysis, baseline, and treatment sessions to ensure that mean agreement was 
above 85%.  
The social validity questionnaire was given to at least two caregivers in order to 
learn more about the intervention’s practicality and acceptability. It is essential to 
understand how an intervention is perceived by caregivers as this is an important 
characteristic of applied behavior analysis and is often referenced when discussing its 
applied and effective dimensions (Baer et al., 1968). An anecdotal review and the sharing 
of individual responses to questions and the overall average scores were performed on 





Chapter 4: Results 
Introduction 
 The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of RIRD as a 
treatment option to reduce vocal stereotypy in children with DS and ASD. The effects of 
RIRD were measured using an ABAB reversal design. Treatment was provided in a 
natural setting and social validity measures including caregiver questionnaires and 
measures of duration and frequency of intervention were conducted.  
Data Analysis 
 The results of the brief functional analysis (Roscoe et al., 2008) showed that 
stereotypy occurred highest in the alone condition (50% of intervals) compared to the 
attention with leisure items and demand condition (7.40% and 0% respectively). This 
confirmed a primary sensory function (i.e., automatic reinforcement) for the participant’s 
vocal stereotypy (see Figure 1). 
Figure 1 





























Research Question 1 
 
This study’s primary question was how RIRD would impact the vocal stereotypy  
 
in a child with a dual diagnosis of DS and ASD. The results showed that this participant’s 
vocal stereotypy reduced during the RIRD intervention when compared to baseline (see 
Figure 2). A visual analysis shows a reduction in the level and a decreasing trend in the 
target behavior, although there is some variability observed particularly during the first 
introduction of treatment. The participant engaged in vocal stereotypy for a moderate 
proportion of the session time during baseline (M = 49.03%). When treatment was 
introduced, the percentage of intervals where vocal stereotypy occurred reduced overall 
(M = 34.61%). During the final three sessions of intervention, the participant engaged in 
stereotypy for an average of 24.60% of the intervals showing a clear reduction and 
decrease in the level of the target behavior. When the treatment was removed, the 
stereotypy increased to baseline level, and in the final session of the return to baseline, it 
exceeded the initial baseline level (M = 66.40%). A reintroduction of treatment showed a 
rapid decrease to prior treatment level (M = 24.60%). In the final phase of RIRD, the 
level of the data show no overlap with either baseline phase. 
 A second observer collected data to ensure interobserver agreement on each 
condition of the study. The functional analysis condition was analyzed based on overall 
session percentage. The agreement for the alone and demand condition was 100%, while 
the agreement for the attention with leisure items condition was 82.75%. Trial-by-trial 
data was used to calculate the interobserver agreement for all baseline and treatment 
sessions. The mean baseline agreement was 85% (range 83.88% to 86.67%). The mean 


















Video review was conducted to further determine information about the RIRD 
intervention. Video from one session of intervention was unavailable for review. The 
recording of the video failed, and the file was therefore not used in any data analysis. The 
number of minutes in which RIRD intervention occurred throughout each intervention 
session was calculated. This was reported as total minutes per session. The average 
number of minutes spent in intervention was almost 11 min (10.824). Figure 3 below 
shows that the last five sessions of data collected had durations below this mean number 
of minutes (range 7.38 to 10.68). Review of the data showed no clear change in level or 
trend. An additional measure was collected via video review to look at the number of 
RIRD interventions given to the participant throughout the study (see Figure 4). There 
was a noticeable change in the level of the data after the first two intervention sessions, 
but variability was observed across the data. While duration of intervention may be one 





























occur during treatment. Both duration and frequency could impact the viability of a 
treatment in an applied setting like a home or a school (Wunderlich & Vollmer, 2015). 
Figure 3 













































































Research Question 2  
The second research question focused on how caregivers would perceive the 
implementation and effects of the RIRD treatment. This was measured via a social 
validity questionnaire given at the end of the experiment (see Table). The results of the 
Likert scale questionnaire showed that the intervention was rated positively by 
caregivers. Both caregivers felt that the intervention was easy to implement and 
effectively reduced stereotypy. Neither caregiver rated RIRD as intrusive or as a 
treatment that triggered negative emotional reactions. While not measured by this study, 




Social Validity Questions for Caregivers 
 
Caregiver 1 Caregiver 2 
 
Question Average 
1. I liked the RIRD procedure. 5 5 5 
2. If trained, I could easily implement the RIRD in 
my home.  5 5 5 
3. I am satisfied with my child’s response to the 
RIRD procedure.  4 5 4.5 
4. RIRD reduced my child’s stereotypy during the 
session.  5 5 5 
5. I thought the RIRD procedure was intrusive.  1 2 1.5 
6. RIRD is a socially appropriate intervention 
method for my child. 5 4 4.5 
7. I think RIRD improved my child’s rate of 
appropriate vocalizations during the session.  5 4 4.5 
8. My child will benefit in the long run from the 
procedures implemented in this study. 4 5 4.5 
9. RIRD produced negative emotional reactions in 
my child. 1 2 1.5 
10. I feel RIRD produced little change in my 
child’s stereotypy rates during session. 1 1 1 
Note. Social validity questionnaire provided to caregivers with Likert scale ranging from 1 (strongly 





Chapter 5: Discussion 
 
Introduction 
 The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effectiveness of RIRD as a 
treatment for vocal stereotypy for children who are dually diagnosed with DS and ASD. 
The research sought to understand the impact RIRD would have on vocal stereotypy in a 
natural setting and the social validity of this treatment. 
Summary of Findings 
The results of this study showed that RIRD reduced vocal stereotypy in the 
participant who had a dual diagnosis of DS and ASD. After the initial baseline, the 
intervention was introduced resulting in lower levels and a decreasing trend in the data, 
although during this initial introduction of treatment there was more variability in the 
data. There were two sessions where the percentage of intervals were higher for vocal 
stereotypy, and these reportedly occurred after the participant’s schedule changed (i.e., he 
spent the night away from home). The remaining sessions throughout the experiment 
were scheduled when the participant was at home with no schedule changes in order to 
ensure more consistency across sessions. 
 Once the intervention was removed as part of the ABAB design, the target 
behavior quickly returned to baseline levels. By the third baseline session, vocal 
stereotypy was occurring more frequently than it had throughout the study. When the 
RIRD treatment was reintroduced, it immediately reduced to prior treatment levels, 
demonstrating the effectiveness and power of the treatment.  
The results of this study showed that RIRD effectively reduced vocal stereotypy 




procedure to be effective and easy implement. The social validity questionnaire was 
given to the participant’s mother who was present for all the research sessions and his 
therapist. Both rated the intervention favorably and notably found that it resulted in 
increases in appropriate vocalizations.  
Interpretation of Findings 
 The results of this study demonstrated that this participant’s vocal stereotypy 
reduced following implementation of the RIRD intervention. Visual analysis showed 
overall immediate decreases in trend and level after the introduction of treatment 
following both baseline phases. The variability that was observed initially in the first 
intervention phase was reduced by minimizing schedule changes. An increasing trend 
was observed on the return to baseline after the first intervention phase. Notably, there 
was also a lack of overlap of the levels between the final baseline and intervention 
phases. This indicates a strong possibility that the RIRD intervention was responsible for 
the participant’s reduction in vocal stereotypy.  
Given that this study took place in a natural setting, the participant had access to 
his preferred items, which were often an iPad and a ball. Upon the occurrence of vocal 
stereotypy, the items were removed and returned once the procedure was complete. The 
participant in this study was notably well behaved, often relinquishing items upon request 
and responding to probe questions without additional prompts. When errors occurred, he 
was easily corrected with a prompt. While not tracked, the individual RIRD interventions 
were low in duration.  
 The social validity measures collected in this study provided important 




it would be easy to implement despite the data showing long durations in treatment and 
frequent interventions of RIRD throughout the study. Duration and frequency data were 
collected via video review, but one treatment session was not able to be collected due to 
device failure. As noted prior, the participant’s positive behavior may have made these 
responses more favorable. However, for another participant who did not respond readily 
or as favorably, this level of intervention may be more challenging. Both duration and 
frequency intervention measures showed variability across sessions. The duration of 
RIRD did not reduce until the end of the intervention sessions; however, the frequency of 
interventions began reducing and showed a downward trend after the first two sessions of 
treatment occurred. This suggests that this participant may have been engaging in the 
behavior less frequently, requiring less RIRD interventions, but that when intervention 
occurred, the amount of time for him to redirect and respond stayed relatively the same.  
Context of Findings 
 The findings of this study are consistent with previous studies that found that 
vocal stereotypy can be reduced using RIRD and that this procedure has good social 
validity (Lui-Gitz & Banda, 2009; Shawler & Miguel, 2015). The current study and Lui-
Gitz and Banda’s study used an ABAB design to measure the impact of RIRD on vocal 
stereotypy. While Lui-Gitz and Banda showed the effectiveness of RIRD with a 
participant with ASD, the present study showed the intervention was effective for a 
participant with ASD and DS. These authors concluded that some success may have been 
due to the escape and attention that the participant received during the procedure, but 
despite these concerns the vocal stereotypy in that study reduced and the teachers rated 




good social validity with the participant’s caretakers. This aligns with the findings of 
Shawler and Miguel (2015) who found that caretakers overwhelmingly approved of the 
use of RIRD, did not find it to be intrusive, and did not note any negative reactions. The 
current study also found that caregivers felt that RIRD would benefit their child long-
term. Research has suggested that RIRD may continue to be effective even when the 
procedure is implemented inconsistently, so long as it is done accurately (Colón & 
Ahearn, 2019). This may be important if an intervention is needed on a long-term basis as 
treatment fidelity can be a concern.  
Unfortunately, this study also confirmed what other studies have shown, which is 
that this procedure is labor intensive (Ahearn et al., 2007; Lui-Gitz & Banda, 2009; 
Wunderlich & Vollmer, 2015). Initial research by Ahearn et al. (2007) and Lui-Gitz and 
Banda (2009) used multiple instructions during redirection which, while effective, is also 
time consuming. The current study replicated these procedures utilizing at least three 
instructions and requiring compliance without vocal stereotypy before the participant 
could resume free time activities. Treatment integrity may be a challenge when 
procedures are difficult to apply in the natural environment. As Wunderlich and Vollmer 
(2015) cautioned, when a procedure, like RIRD, requires a large proportion of time to 
implement, it may be less feasible for instructional times or social outings. In the current 
study, approximately one-third of the time in treatment sessions was spent engaging in 
the intervention. While seemingly effective, this intervention may be challenging for 
caretakers and educators to implement on an ongoing basis, particularly if the individual 





Implications of Findings 
 The results of this study have many implications within the field of special 
education and applied behavior analysis. Caretakers, educators, and therapists are often in 
search of effective treatments for behaviors, like vocal stereotypy, which are frequently 
maintained by sensory reinforcement. A treatment like RIRD, which reduces behavior, is 
a relatively nonintrusive punishment procedure. While there may be reinforcement-based 
procedures available, if those are not effective, RIRD may be an alternative or part of a 
combination approach to consider (Cividini-Motta et al., 2018). The social validity 
findings are an important indication that caretakers are willing to accept and implement 
this procedure. When reducing problem behaviors, it is critical to understand how 
caregivers perceive the goals, procedures, and outcomes of an intervention (Snodgrass et. 
al, 2018). 
 Another important implication is in respect to the population that this treatment 
can benefit. Studies using RIRD have focused primarily on individuals with ASD, and 
this study has extended the research to include a common comorbidity of DS. The finding 
that a treatment that has shown benefit for individuals with ASD can also benefit those 
with DS and ASD suggests these more specialized, intensive interventions can be of 
value for this population (Godfrey et al., 2019).  
Limitations of the Study 
 Several limitations should be considered as this study is evaluated. Although the 
RIRD procedure appeared to result in reductions in vocal stereotypy, this study only 
included a single participant. The original proposal for this study included two 




COVID-19 restrictions and protocols, it was completed with a single participant. While 
other studies have shown similar results with children diagnosed with ASD, the 
generalization of these results must be considered carefully given this new population. 
Another important limitation was the lack of data on appropriate vocalizations 
that has been shown in prior research (Ahearn et al., 2007; Liu-Gitz & Banda, 2009; 
Ahrens et al., 2011). It was reported anecdotally that the participant began speaking more 
clearly and more often during sessions, but there was no empirical data collected to 
confirm these suspicions.  
Similar to other studies, in this experiment the RIRD procedure included a 
response cost component (McNamara & Cividini-Motta, 2019; Shawler & Miguel, 2015). 
The removal of items may have contributed to the response suppression, and future 
research should continue to evaluate how these procedures work in combination and in 
isolation in applied settings.  
Finally, there were challenges with the interobserver agreement due to the second 
observer scoring via video. There were issues with sound and the 3-s onset-offset criteria 
that, along with the short 10-s partial interval, created challenges with agreement. A 
review of the raw data showed that disagreements were often in proximal intervals and 
therefore likely related to timing issues as many of the participant’s vocalizations were 
short in duration and did not cross over into other bins.  
Future Research Directions 
Future research should consider extending RIRD to new populations and settings. 
Natural environments like schools and homes need effective, non-intrusive strategies for 




direction for research.  
This study focused on vocal stereotypy and vocal RIRD as a treatment, but future 
research should also evaluate RIRD for motor stereotypy and for use with individuals 
who are nonvocal. Replication of RIRD with a larger participant pool of individuals with 
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1. I liked the RIRD procedure. 
 
     
2. If trained, I could easily implement the RIRD in my 
home.  
     
3. I am satisfied with my child’s response to the RIRD 
procedure.  
     
4. RIRD reduced my child’s stereotypy during the 
session.  
     
5. I thought the RIRD procedure was intrusive.  
 
     
6. RIRD is a socially appropriate intervention method 
for my child. 
     
7. I think RIRD improved my child’s rate of 
appropriate vocalizations during the session.  
     
8. My child will benefit in the long run from the 
procedures implemented in this study. 
     
9. RIRD produced negative emotional reactions in my 
child. 
     
10. I feel RIRD produced little change in my child’s 
stereotypy rates during session. 
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